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The most accurate word for the reaction we have to Nikolay Bakherev’s work is “painful.” It is 
unclear how we should classify this homegrown beauty, how we can accommodate it to our 
customary frames of reference: the aftertaste of having the wind knocked out of us lingers. 
 
It is like an encounter with unprovoked aggression: you were walking along the street when 
suddenly someone smacked you upside the head. Events might unfold in any number of directions, 
but in the end you’ll have to stop, wipe the blood off your face, and try to figure out what happened 
and why. 
 
Is this socially engaged photography? We definitely see in the photograph a reflection of everyday 
life in the provinces. But this life has been painstakingly recreated: not snatched by the 
documentalist’s gaze from the flow of reality, but employed as a kind of exotic theatrical decor. 
  
Is this erotic photography? It is true that Bakharev’s men and (especially) women are lovely, but 
theirs is a perverse beauty. Bakharev doesn’t give us “Siberian Women Indoors.” The more you 
learn about his methods, the more you realize: Bakharev is an enemy of accident. On average, he 
spends several hours with a model to get one shot. 
 
Is this totalitarian photography? We might talk about the need to possess, about using the camera to 
dominate other people, about the desire to reveal a side of someone that the person himself didn’t 
know was there, the desire to sculpt one’s own Galatea. But this a totalitarianism underpinned by 
sincere admiration and careful scrutiny, a totalitarianism in search of beauty that cuts to the quick, 
that borders on ugliness, on camp. 
 
Is this documentary photography? Bakharev photographs random people on the street, on the beach. 
But the image of a beachside photographer is a mask that he uses to earn money sometimes. 
Bakharev himself says that his subjects often get mad at him and don’t pay him for snapshots: “But 
then I get to keep the photograph.” 
 
Is this staged photography? Yes, it is. But this staging is sometimes more realistic than the work of 
photojournalists. We recognize ourselves; or rather, we recognize a place, a time, and a way of life. 
 
Bakharev has the unique ability to pull reality apart and put it back together, but with the 
superfluous bits discarded and the principal lines reinforced. Staging for him is just a means of 
accentuating the effect of documentary. Bakharev turns reality back on itself and goes beyond 
photographic expressiveness. To achieve a genuinely vivid shot that delivers a body blow to the 
viewer, he searches months on end for models and dreams up situations and relationships with them. 
He ensnares himself in this game of relationship and implodes the distance between himself and his 
subjects. He becomes an ordinary person looking for beauty in himself and his surroundings, thus 
repudiating the skeptical gaze of the observer. 
 
One of the marks of powerful art is the artist’s ability to subjugate the viewer, to use his works to 
make the viewer “part of his film.” Against his own will, the viewer identifies himself with 
characters and situations. He gets mad at the artist, protests the crooked mirror that the artist has put 
before his face, and writes angry letters. But all of this is to no avail: the viewer is already trapped in 
the artist’s personal land beyond the looking glass. The harder he struggles, the deeper he sinks. This 
is exactly the kind of art that Bakharev makes.  


